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In Subsection III of Section 14.2 of [l], it states that the solution (7) is valid for “radiation at 
the surface into [a] medium at [temperature] 4(t)“. This nonhomogeneous boundary condition, 
given in [l, Section 2.81, takes the form 
g + hC = f@(t), at z = 0, (1) 
where, in the given equation, v, x, and f have been replaced by C, z, and 4. In deriving the 
solution given in 121, the right-hand side of (1) was taken to be 4(t). If one instead works with (1) 
using hqb(t), then the functions F~(z, t) and F~(z, t) given at the end of [2] must be modified 
slightly (by dropping the factor h) to read 
1. 
2. 
F4(z,t) = I t exp (-z2/4D~(t - T)) i&f(r) 0 GwT exp ((p + a”) T) T dr, 
t 
F5(z, t) = h 
s ( 0 
exp h2(t -7) + -$=) erfc zdm) + h=] [ 
hc+ (7) 
x exp ((p + CX”) T) T dr. 
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